Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur
Electrical & Air-conditioning Division

NO. ED/SE/ 322
DT. 19-2-15

CORRIGENDUM NOTICE

E-Tender Notice No. 144/IWD/ED/903, 145/IWD/ED/904 and 146/IWD/ED/905

The following works of above e-tender notices have insufficient participation of tenderers:

2. Renovation of electrical installation of existing DTW plant and input/ output connections in 100 kVA stabilizer in Ion Beam Complex at Nuclear Lab.
3. Providing power points & internet points alongwith light fixtures in proposed two storied chambers in A-06 at Aerospace Engineering Department.

The reschedule for above e-tenders is as follows:

1. Last date for submission of online e-tenders - 26.02.2015 upto 3:30PM
2. Date of submission for verification of document - 27.02.2015 upto 3:00 PM
3. Date of opening of tenders - 02.03.2015 at 3:30PM

[Signature]
(Rajeev Garg)
Superintending Engineer

Copy to:
- Website: www.tenderwizard.com/IIT and www.iitk.ac.in/iwd/tenderhall.htm